Release Notes for Version 7.0.4823
App

Feature

Type

Comments

SPOT

Activity Log

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like web requests for pickups allow
to the customer view to be selectable.
The Customer View button will now allow access to the customer
record in the On Demand screen when invoked from a pickuptype Web Request.

SPOT

Activity Log

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like the Activity Log to scale with
full screen and scroll by click-drag
The Tools->Activity Log window is now resizable. If space
permits, the Activity Log results columns will automatically scale
to fit the information presented.

Settings/Required Changes

Also, modified the scroll bar to allow for paging. NOTE - the
tracking rectangle is no longer available.
SPOT

AR

Fix

SPOT was crashing if the user attempted to email hotel
statements that were under the statement threshold criteria.

SPOT

AR

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like safeguards when sending an
A/R receipt via email.
1. Fixed a problem where the approved message file must be
present even if configured to only send emails on declined
payments.
2. Fixed a problem where AR Payment Decline emails were not
checked for compliance with the Email Without Unsubscribe Link
setting.
3. Added default subject lines rather than sending empty subjects
if not configured.

SPOT

Assisted
Assembly

Fix

Fixed a problem where Assisted Assembly Profile Voice
Selection would crash if the last selected voice is not installed.

SPOT

Assisted
Assembly

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to clear all assisted assembly
assignments with a single button.
Assisted Assembly - Added a 'Reset' option, that will allow the
user to reset the view, cleaning all entries currently in assembly.

SPOT

Cash Control

Fix

Using "Single Drawer" cash drawer association, It was possible to
use the Prepay button in the markin screens even if the cash
drawer had been checked out on another workstation during the
markin session.

SPOT

Configuration

Fix

As a SPOT user, I would like the currency symbols to be
consistent in SPOT, regardless of the environment
The correct locality-based currency symbol will now display in
Layout Editor reports and the coupon setup and merchandise
setup screens.

SPOT

Coupons

Change

Coupons that evaluate by piece now pro-rate amounts by piece
and discount accordingly (Type 3/4/5/6 coupons only).

SPOT

Coupons

New

As a SPOT user, I would like to apply the best available

Company Settings->Customer Rewards Settings-

Feature

coupon from range of choices.
For Customer Rewards, a new option allows you to specify a set
of coupons and to automatically apply the best available coupon
from the items in the mark-in session.

>Customer Rewards Profiles->(Profile)->Use Best
Available Coupons

Company Settings->Customer Rewards Settings>Customer Rewards Profiles->(Profile)->Best
Available Coupons list.

SPOT

Coupons

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT users, I would like an option to auto-hide and/or
auto-delete based on a configured date.
Order View->Coupons will no longer show expired coupons (as
defined in Company Settings->Markin Settings->Coupons>(Coupon Definition)->'Valid Dates and Times'. If no entries are
added, the coupon is treated as allowable at all times.

SPOT

Coupons

Change

For clarity, the type 6 coupon definition caption now shows
"Discount all Most|Least expensive items remaining after
counting qualifying items."

SPOT

Credit Cards

Fix

Fixed - TSYS card payments that were attempted to be voided
from a workstation that didn't have a terminal installed would not
correctly issue a cash credit to the customer (failed CC saved as
a CC payment anyway).

SPOT

Customer View

Fix

SPOT would crash if the user attempted to view an archived hotel
statement.

SPOT

Customer View

Change

Coupon History is missing from customer view page
Updated the Customer Promotions tab to show a history of ALL
coupon usage for the customer. Included "Details" (also avail by
double-clicking a row) which will show the visit history where the
coupon was used, and also a "Print" to print the coupon usage
report. This view will show all coupons for the previous 12
months.

SPOT

Email

New
Feature

Create a new separate email template for quicks.
Emails can now be sent from SPOT for counter orders that are in
Quick status. This includes the Email Notifier process interceptor
and Order Status Notifications.

SPOT

Email

New
Feature

SPOT

Email

Fix

Selecting the "Ready - Conveyor" processing context in the Order
Status Notifications screen was getting an error.

SPOT

Email

Addition to
Existing

As a SPOT user, I would like to compose emails within a
SPOT editor that save as HTM/HTML document

Store Settings > Email Settings > Event - Counter
Quick > Return Address
Store Settings > Email Settings > Event - Counter
Quick > Subject
Store Settings > Email Settings > Event - Counter
Quick > Message File (HTML)

Feature

The batch email screen now can load, edit, and save HTML
templates directly.

SPOT

General

Fix

Fixed overflow issue with vehicle mileage entered during the
"Post Manifest" function in the route system.

SPOT

Hotels

Fix

Hotel orders flagged as excluded in the reconciliation screen
were still showing on the hotel manifest.

SPOT

Hotels

Fix

Hotel statements were showing incorrect base price and tax total
for localities with a secondary tax rate.

SPOT

Hotels

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the hotel manifest tax/enviro
amounts to not include any discounts for calculations
SPOT now has the ability to show the printed (non-discounted)
price, enviro, and tax for discount-at-billing hotel invoices on the
hotel manifest.

SPOT

HSL

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like to resize the HSL association
screen and have it dynamically scale to size.
F3 Menu->HSL->HSL Association screen is now resizable and
will scale to the contents to fit the window.

SPOT

Inventory

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to filter my inventory sessions
into sections.
A range of rack locations can now be specified for each scan
inventory session. If no range is specified, all racked invoices will
be included in the expected list, as before.

SPOT

Issue Manager

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the orphan garment to generate
and maintain a created date.
Store a Created Date for orphan garments (either through
Garment Search->Orphans->Add Orphan or through Issue
Manager->(New Issue)->Garment Details). Show this date on the
Orphan Garment Search results instead of the updated date.

Store Settings > Hotel Settings > Hotels > (Hotel) >
Show Printed Invoice Amounts On Manifest

The "Print Detail Slip" on F2->Search->Garment Search>Orphans now uses the Created Date instead of the Modified
Date.
SPOT

Marketing

Fix

Fixed a problem that caused route-only customers to be issued
new customer coupons repeatedly.

SPOT

Markin

Fix

When marking in a new order and searching for an existing HSL
to initiate the order, SPOT was no longer including that HSL as
the first item of the new order.

SPOT

Markin

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like QC flags to also support the
detail step
The markin screens now support QC Flag functionality.

SPOT

Order View

Fix

It was possible to perform a reverse pickup on an archived
invoice.

SPOT

Printing

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like new batch printing option for
workstation or store settings
Removed the BATCHPRINTENABLE VTC setting to activate

Site Settings > Report/Printing Settings > Enable

SPOT's batch printing feature, and instead implemented settings
at store & workstation levels.

Batch Printing (Disable/Enable)
Workstation Settings > Report Settings > Enable
Batch Printing (Use Store Setting/Disable/Enable)

SPOT

Printing

Fix

Receipt template has cutoff fields
Fixed default register and customer receipts from cutting off the
first letter of the word on "Amount Tendered" and the card type.

SPOT

Printing

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a special orphan garment info
invoice style printout.
A "Print Detail Slip" button has been added to the Orphaned
Garments screen, which prints a slip containing the main
information about the selected orphaned garment.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Customer Profiling - Fixed issue where items selected from a list
(Discount Groups, Coupons, Stores, etc), and that contained
commas (,) were not included in the report results.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

HSL by Customer Report - Found in both 'Customer' and
'Production' sections of the Report Gallery, this report has been
corrected show the correct "Times Used" data.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Production reports will now correctly calculate the user minutes
worked in 'Production'.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

The Daily Report was getting an error if price changes involving
large amounts were included in the report data.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

"Coupon Analysis" report was incorrectly displaying multiple use
coupons as if they were manual coupons.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed - RouteTrac Customer Detail/Summary report was not
counting bag pickup events.

SPOT

Reports

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like an unpaid PNP orders report.
Reports Gallery > Sales > Current PNP Orders - New report that
will display all PNP orders or payment exceptions that have an
outstanding balance regardless of the date.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed an error that was occurring when running Pickups By Item
or Dropoffs By Item when archive data was used.

SPOT

Reports

Fix

Fixed an issue that caused the restoration reports to fail if using
archive data and grouping by room.

SPOT

Rewards

New
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a reminder at pickup within x
days of renewal for a rewards user
Prompt for reminder at pickup within x days of renewal for a
rewards user. Generate a renewal order if accepted and mark for
pickup.

Company Settings->Customer Rewards Settings>Customer Rewards Profiles->Can Renew.

To use:

Company Settings->Customer Rewards Settings>Customer Rewards Profiles->Renewal Reminder

1) Make sure you have a customer rewards profile (Company
Settings->Customer Rewards Settings->Customer Rewards
Profiles) that have "Can Renew?" checked.

2) Make sure the "Renewal Reminder" is set to a non-zero value
in the customer rewards profile.

Store Settings->Customer Rewards Settings>Prompt for Renewal at Pickup

3) Create rewards signup and renewal items in the price table
and associate those items to your rewards profile. See the
"Rewards Signup" and "Rewards Renewal" fields in the definition
of the item.

Price Table->(Item Definition)->Rewards Signup.

4) Set Store Settings->Customer Rewards Settings->Prompt for
Renewal at Pickup to Enabled.

Price Table->(Item Definition)->Rewards Renewal.

TO SIGNUP:
- At markin, specify a "Rewards Signup" item. The Rewards
Signup window will appear. Complete it and save the order.
- At pickup, if the customer is within x days of expiration for
their rewards program and the "Prompt for Renewal at Pickup" is
checked, SPOT will ask if the customer would like to renew their
membership program. If yes, then the Renew Rewards Program
window will appear. On completion, SPOT will immediately create
a new order and mark it for pickup.
SPOT

Rewards

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like certain coupons to be limited to
a specific rewards program.
New setting to limit coupon usage to a specific customer rewards
program. If the setting is set with any value, the coupon will only
appear in Order View for selection if the customer belongs to one
of the specified customer rewards programs.

Company Settings->Markin Settings->Coupons>(Coupon Definition)->Restrict to Rewards
Programs.

(If nothing is set, the coupon is allowed for all
customers).

SPOT

Rewards

New
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a customer to be a VIP member
if they are in a certain rewards program
For Customer Rewards, there is now an option to automatically
register a customer as a VIP customer if they are a member of
the rewards program.

Company Settings->Customer Rewards Settings>Customer Rewards Profiles->(Profile)->Mark
Participating Customers as VIP Customers.

SPOT

Rewards

New
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the discount group to be
automatically assigned by rewards program
FOR THE New Rewards program membership signup and
renewal process:
- If a customer signs up for a given rewards program and within
the rewards profile the Discount Group field is set, the customer
will automatically join the discount group. The discount group
field in customer view is then disabled since membership in the
discount group is tied to membership in the rewards program.

Company Settings->Customer Rewards Settings>Customer Rewards Profiles->(Profile)->Discount
Group.

SPOT

Rewards

New
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like a "you could have saved x"
dialog at the end of markin
Added prompt to evaluate whether a customer would have saved

Store Settings->Customer Rewards Settings>Rewards Profile - Signup Offer at Markin

money if they were a member of a specified rewards program
(evaluated at mark-in completion). If yes, then initiate the signup
process. If the signup process is then completed, the rewards
signup item will be added to the current invoice. Selecting 'Finish'
once again will commit all changes. If the markin is cancelled
after the signup process is initiated, all customer settings affected
will revert to their previous values and no signup will take place.
NOTE - The prompt will only appear if the customer would be
receiving a benefit for signing up.
NOTE - this functionality at present is only available in Touch
Screen-Extended Markin. It will be added to the other markin
methods in a future release.

This setting works in conjunction with:

- Company Settings->Customer Rewards Settings>Customer Rewards Profiles
- "Can Expire/Renew" (must be set)
- Discount Group and/or Best Available Coupons
must be set; otherwise, the evaluation will not yield
any different price for the visit and no signup offer
will take place.

- At least one item in the active price table must
include the "Rewards Signup" field pointing to the
specified rewards profile in "Store Settings>Customer Rewards Settings->Rewards Profile Signup Offer at Markin".

SPOT

Rewards

New
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like "you could have saved x" or
"you have saved y" on the receipt for rewards customers.
New "You Could Have Saved X" and "You Have Saved X" fields
to the receipt template (Company Settings->Report/Printing
Settings->Document Templates->Receipt Templates).
"You Could Have Saved X" (receipt template field found
in Receipt->Rewards->YouCouldHaveSavedX) specifies how
much the customer would have saved for all orders picked up if
they were a member of a rewards program as specified by Store
Settings->Customer Rewards Settings->Rewards Profile - Signup
Offer on Receipt.
"You Have Saved X" informs customers who do belong to a
rewards program how much they have saved for all orders picked
up. This field is found on the receipt template at Receipt>Rewards->YouHaveSavedX.
If no savings are available, the field will be blank. You can use an
EvaluateIf condition in the template to hide the entire line
(reference the respective field as the condition of the EvaluateIf).
It is possible for both values to be present if the customer

For the "You Could Have Saved X" field, the
following field must be set:
- Store Settings->Customer Rewards Settings>Rewards Profile - Signup Offer on Receipt

This governs which rewards program is used to
evaluate how much the customer might have saved
if they were a member of the program.

belongs to a rewards program that differs from the one being
evaluated for potential savings.
For either field, the profile in Company Settings->Customer
Rewards Settings->Customer Rewards Profiles must have either
the "Discount Group" and/or the "Use Best Available Coupon"
set. Otherwise, the rewards profile will not generate any pricing
differences; hence, no value would be present for either "You
Could Have Saved X" or "You Have Saved X".
SPOT

Rewards

New
Feature

As a SPOT customer, I would like to manage customer
rewards via a dialog from customer view
New Customer Rewards management screen with additional
options. To access, go to Customer View->Details Tab and click
on the new Customer Rewards button.
To configure new options for your customer rewards programs,
go to Company Settings->Customer Rewards Settings>Customer Rewards Profiles.

SPOT

Rewards

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like to issue a customer reward
after x visits.
Added "Evaluate by Visits" to Customer Rewards Profile. Points
are accrued by unique daily visits (1 point per each day in which
at least one order was marked in).

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Fixed problem where using the "Hide Prices on Manifest" setting
prevents using the 'PrepayOrders During Manifest Creation'
setting.

SPOT

Routes

Change

As a Route user, I would like the invoice's original promise
date to be visible next to the invoice number on the manifest
The invoice promised date is now available on the route manifest.
Note that this will require the modification of the customer's route
manifest crystal reports .rpt file. The field name is
"PromisedDateOrig".

SPOT

Routes

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Route Post Out Screen - Give drivers the ability to Unrack an
item within the post out screen.
Route Post Orders - Added ability to unrack non-delivered orders
from this view. This is available to routes that rack to a specific
location. The user can select among "Unrack Mode: Off"
(disabled), "Unrack Mode: Scan" to unrack by scan (which will
process price-later or cash orders), or "Unrack Mode: Unposted"
which will unrack all orders not selected to post (and which will
not process price-later or cash orders) after the posting process
is completed.
Note - the "Unrack Mode: Scan" will also flag the orders as nondelivered, and prompt for a reason if these are established.

SPOT

Routes

Change

Route Recon Screen – Give drivers the ability to Unrack an
item within the recon screen.
Extended the 'Relocate' function in the Route Reconciliation view
to allow an 'Unrack' option. Also added a "Scan Mode" button,
which will toggle between "Rack" and "Unrack", that will allow
scanned orders belonging to the route to be unracked, as well.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

Fixed - Route Offload from dispatch conveyor will now include
sub-stop data.

SPOT

Routes

Fix

The route recon will now treat the visit days defined by stop as
the final authority, bring this into conformity with the route
manifest code. Previously, the route recon used the "Use
Customer" route rules visit days as the final authority, whereas
the manifest code itself was the other way around (the stop visit
days was the final say). This update brings these two functions
into sync.

SPOT

Routes

Change

On-Demand Route Scheduler - The customer memo field now
supports up to 1000 characters.

SPOT

Routes

Change

As a Route user, I would like to increase the size & bold font
for the verbiage 'On Demand' on the manifest
The "On Dmnd" text for on-demand route stops on the manifest
will now display in a bold, larger font.

SPOT

Routes

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the locker pin added to the
delivery manifest
Added locker pin to the route delivery manifest.

SPOT

Routes

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like the ability to shutoff the On
Demand detailing feature that associates the inventory to the
location the CSR is logged into. Instead I would like all On
Demands associated with the Route Master store
On-Demand Route customer, with a route visit scheduled for that
day, when an order is marked into another store, that order can
be automatically attributed to that route's store when 'Prompt for
Counter/Route Order' is set.

SPOT

Search

Change

As a SPOT user, I would like the 'Promised by Date'
advanced search to also consider time then allow date/time
sorting
The "Promised By Date" advanced search now displays the
promised time as well as the date, and sorts properly by default
and when the column header is double-clicked.

SPOT

Search

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a SPOT user, I would like the garment search to allow
column sorting.
F2->Search->Garment Search now supports column sorting
(both ascending and descending) for garments and orphan
garments. To sort, double-click the column. To reverse the sort
order, double-click the same column again. The first sort of any
column is in ascending order.

SPOT

Search

Addition to

As a SPOT User, I would like the garment search to have a

Workstation Settings -> Markin Settings > Prompt
for Counter/Route Order - On Demand

Existing
Feature

process step column and a filter to show in process orders
only by default.
F2->Search->Garment Search now includes a toggle button to
switch between "Show In Process Only" and "Show All Orders".
F2->Search->Garment Search - The results now show the
Production Step name in the Status column instead of the
internal status name. Previously, you would only see "In
Process", "Ready" or "Sold". Now you will see the more
descriptive name that corresponds to the last process step the
order went through (e.g., "Assembly", "On Truck", etc.).

SPOT

Search

Fix

Double-clicking the ID field in F2 Search->Garment Search>Orphan Garment tab will now sort numerically (e.g., 10 comes
after 9, not directly after 1 as it would in an alphabetic search).

SPOT

Setup

Fix

Server setup was causing customer notification defaults to reset
to original values.

SPOT

Setup

Change

As an API user, I would like SPOT server setup to build API
settings automatically
CustomerConnect Profiles no longer require an import file. Server
Setup will now update profiles as needed.

SPOT

SMS

Fix

Sending an SMS to a customer with multiple Cell/Mobile numbers
was not sending to either in certain cases.

SPOT

Uncategorized

Fix

It was possible to sell a route order without paying for it if the
customer had a credit card on file with its usage set to "Never".

SPOT

Uncategorized

Change

The customer import will now accept "MARKETINGDISABLED"
as a column header in addition to "DISABLEMARKETING".

SPOT

Uncategorized

Fix

Specifying a scheduled task starting date or ending date greater
than 6/6/2079 caused SPOT to crash.

SPOT

Uncategorized

Fix

As a SPOT Support representative I would like remote
services to not allow an order to be create with
ItemTrackingKeys already on a live order
SPOT Remote Services - The invoice push will now check (and
reject) for duplicate HSL/ItemTracking values for both existing
open orders and within the items of the new invoice itself. This
constitutes a new service version, and requires an update (clientside) of the Service ID.

Conveyor Client

General

Fix

Conveyor Client (MP) will now correctly use extended Label data
tokens in the main label definition fields. This will allow normal
labels to better utilize the custom/extended fields previously
available for the long MP labels.

Conveyor Client

General

New
Feature

As a MP User, I would like to have the ability to send a
store's order to a specific offload arm
MP Storage Conveyor - Added to the client the means to assign
an extraction arm by store/route/hotel.

CustomerConnect

General

Change

Each template site distinctively names their local storage tokens
to prevent trying to use the same token on multiple tenants.

CustomerConnect

General

Change

As an API user, I need the states to be a selectable
dropdown.
States is now a drop down selection which is retrieved from the
API. New API function call - GetStates.

CustomerConnect

General

Change

As an API user, I need phones and postal code masks to be
specific to the locality.
Localities are now properly cached and used based on the
account's settings (US/UK/CA). Data Formats in profile settings.
Changed Phone/Postal Code to use the specified formats.

CustomerConnect

General

Fix

Fixed "Contact" form.

CustomerConnect

General

Fix

Phone number fields now allow just numbers or a formatted
phone number.

CustomerConnect

General

Fix

Fixed an error that was shown when using "Forgot Password".

CustomerConnect

General

New
Feature

As a CustomerConnect user, I would like a pickup postback
page to be used from OTS emails.
Added a pickup request success/failure page. This would be the
ReturnUrl page from the pickup request link.

Dashboard

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As a Dashboard user I would like to see a “Score Card” in
showing the current weeks presser production based on
ProductionTrac Totals.
Added ProductionTrac Score Card to the production tab.

Dashboard

General

Fix

Fixed an issue where the Lost Tuna campaign would timeout on
databases with a large number of customers with emails.

Dashboard

General

New
Feature

As a Dashboard user, I would like analytics data for optimal
time to send emails for best open rate.
Added new widget: Email Tracking by Time. This will show the
sent/opened/failed/open % by hour or by day of week.

Locker Client

General

Fix

Sold orders that had been assigned to a locker reappeared on
the locker screen without a locker number if a reverse pickup was
performed on them.

OTS

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As an OTS user, I would like a 'BatchID' column added to the
marketing tab
BatchID has been added to the Marketing tab.

OTS

General

Change

As an OTS user, I would like Batch Processor to
automatically delete old log files.
Log files will now be automatically deleted after 60 days.

OTS

General

Fix

@DELDAYSCAL will now properly generate even when there is
only a single record in the data set.

OTS

General

Fix

Batch Info is now correctly loading regardless of whether
@BatchName or @BatchID tokens are in the template.

OTS

General

New
Feature

As an OTS user, I would like anniversary campaign logic
based on signup date or first visit date.
Added new "Anniversary" campaign. This will contain all

customers who have the specified date type (Signup, First Visit,
or Route Signup) between the Month/Day period select and the
date is at least 1 year in the past.
ProductionTrac PC

General

Fix

ProductionTrac Daily Production & Commission reports are all
updated to reflect the latest PT functions, including calculating
"Commission" by points/pieces/currency, point splitting for
reworks, etc.

Reports Queue

General

Fix

The default end time when creating a new scheduled task is now
11:59:59 PM, which fixes the problem where created tasks were
not running because the end time was the same as the start time.

Route Mobile Client

General

Change

As a RTM client user, I would like the instructions to word
wrap when they are too long to fit the screen
RTM - Route Stop instructions displayed on the main view as part
of the stop details will now wrap onto multiple lines.

Route Mobile Client

General

Fix

RTM - Fixed sign-out view to disallow F12 until the control is
ready to proceed. This fixes, among other issues, the error that
results if the weather prompt is skipped.

SPOT API

General

Change

As an API user, I would like CRM events to be recorded for
certain transactions.
CRM entries will now be created for the following events:
Signup
Account Update
Login
Pickup Request
Suspension Request

SPOT API

General

Change

As an API user, I would like the pickup instructions memo to
expire the day before the next delivery date.
PickupRequest - The cleaning instructions will now expire the day
before the delivery date or if the delivery date is unknown it will
expire 2 days after the pickup date.

SPOT API

General

Fix

Signups now properly associate the customer to the correct
country for their locality.

SPOT API

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

Added build notes to documentation site.

SPOT API

General

Fix

Signup clerk should now be the user specified in the
CustomerConnect profile.

SPOT API

General

Change

Pickup instructions subject is now displayed on the popup.

SPOT API

General

Change

As a SPOT API Developer, I would like store branding to use
SPAccountNodeGroup.
SPOT - Added "CustomerConnect" as a context type for store
groups.
API - Profiles can now be tied to the store group. This allows a
multi-branded company or even multi-locality company.

SPOT API

General

Change

As a API user, I need the email field dates to support non-US

localization.
PickupDate/DeliveryDate on pickup email now will be formatted
based on locality.
As a SPOT API developer, I need some documentation
improvements.
Improved API documentation on creating HTTP requests.

SPOT API

General

Change

SPOT API

General

New
Feature

As a SPOT API developer, I would like XML support.
API now supports submitting requests as XML.

SPOT API

General

Fix

Fixed an issue where the API Gateway was appending UTF-8 to
the content-type of requests.

SPOT API

General

Fix

Addressee and AddressTypeID are now correctly returned for
Delivery and Billing in GetCustomer().

SPOT API

General

Fix

GetCustomer() will now return more than 2 phone numbers.

SPOT API

General

Fix

Sending of customer emails will now work correctly if the settings
profile has "Bypass Web Requests" disabled.

SPOT API

General

Fix

StoreJSON will now properly update an existing value if it exists.

SPOT API

General

Fix

The time entry of events will now correctly match the local time
determined by the time zone setting in SPOT>Location
Information.

SPOT API

General

Addition to
Existing
Feature

As an API user, I would like the delivery date to be returned
with the pending pickups.
Added DeliveryDate to PendingPickups if the pickup exception is
associated to a delivery.

Documentation located here: https://developer.spotpos.com/

